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On Thursday, Feb. 27 and Fri-
day, Feb. 28, Taylor hosted its 
third annual CARE Conference.
Kara Riggleman, the pro-
gram services director for the 
orphans and vulnerable chil-
dren major (OVC), said the 
conference was designed to be 
conversational. A new feature 
for this year’s conference was 
the opportunity for students to 
present their research findings.
“We believe that this is a field 
where many can contribute 
their unique voices and expe-
riences, so I’m thrilled that our 
conference is reflective of that,” 
Riggleman said.
Scott Moeschberger, a lead-
ing professor of  the OVC 
program, believes the 12 un-
dergraduate presentations 
allowed students to engage 
the ideas in the conference 
through their scholarship.  
Moeschberger said that the 
OVC major is rooted through 
faith and a part of Taylor’s DNA.
“The main purpose of the 
conference is to encourage 
each other to join around these 
topics and create an education-
al space,” Moeschberger said.
Students presented on adop-
tion, reactive attachment dis-
order and orphans in Ukraine, 
Haiti and the Middle East.
Mallory Robertson, a fresh-
man special education major 
with an OVC minor, said one of 
her goals in attending the con-
ference was to gain credibility 
for her opinions.  
Robertson wants to be 
involved in the campus com-
munity that cares for over-
looked populations.  She was 
pushed to acknowledge the 
things happening around the 
world through the conference. 
“It’s all so sad and breaks 
your heart, but it’s still hap-
pening whether we realize it 
or not,” Robertson said.
The conversation leaders 
were Sarah Quezada, Tend-
ai Masiriri, Michael Gerson, 
and Shannan Martin. Some 
topics included immigration 
and policies, sex trafficking 
and child soliders. Speakers 
on these topics also proposed 
solutions to these problems 
and commented on how Chris-
tians should interact with 
them.  
As a social work major and 
Arizona native, junior Garrett 
Kaiser attended the conference 
because the subjects are close 
to his heart. He is especially fo-
cused on current immigration 
law trends and foster care.  
“There was a lot of obvious 
concern for underprivileged 
groups  which is really close to 
the core values of social work, 
my own values and the values 
of Jesus,” Kaiser said.  
He found putting faces and 
names to the current issues 
was powerful. “I loved that 
they had a lot of ministries 
super involved, specifical-
ly with orphans and vulnera-
ble children, putting up their 
exhibits and collaborating at 
the conference.”
Kaiser said the conference 
helped him grasp a broader 
view of the issues in the disci-
pline. He found Quezada’s talk 
on missions being a worldwide 
issue, not just international, to 
be most impactful.
“We are often trying to take 
an approach of avoiding things 
and pushing them far away,” 
Kaiser said.  “But everybody 
realizes that something has to 
be done.”
The conference was also de-
signed to bring students to-
gether across academic circles. 
Josh Garrels, an Indiana-based 
singer/songwriter, performed 
on Feb. 27 for the student body. 
His faith showed through his 
biblical themed music. 
Washington Post columnist, 
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On Sept. 27, 2019, Indiana 
Wesleyan University’s Dean of 
Chapel John Bray announced 
his retirement due to his re-
cent diagnosis with Parkin-
son’s Disease (PD).
Bray just f inished his f ifth 
year in this position, which is 
synonymous with campus pas-
tor, and will be leaving Indi-
ana Wesleyan (IWU) at the end 
of the school year. He was di-
agnosed with PD in the sum-
mer of 2019.
According to the Parkin-
son’s Foundation, PD is a neu-
rodegenerative disorder that 
affects dopamine-producing 
neurons in a specific area of 
the brain. This disease leads 
to tremors, limb rigidity, bal-
ance problems and slowness of 
movement.  
“Everybody gets a diagnosis 
of some kind sometime in their 
life,” Bray said. “There’s no rea-
son I shouldn’t. I watch a life-
time of Christians and we all 
get glasses and illnesses at the 
same time as everybody else.”
Bray acknowledged that ill-
nesses are a part of life and he 
still desires to bring honor to 
God through the good times 
and bad.
According to Bray, many 
people who receive a diagnosis 
they don’t like want God to ex-
plain why, as if He owes people 
an explanation. Bray believes 
his pressing question should 
be, “what will I do with this?” 
over “why is this happening 
to me?”
IWU pastor faces PD diagnosis
“I can’t change what’s hap-
pened to me, so why is not a 
pivotal question in my life,” 
Bray said. “Now ‘how will I 
glorify God in the midst of 
all this?’ that’s at the heart 
of almost every major deci-
sion a Christ-follower needs 
to make.”
Bray believes this experi-
ence is simply another area 
allowing him to practice his 
faith. He said he has spent his 
life continuing to move for-
ward one step at a time with 
the Lord confident that he has 
whatever’s next.
While IW U has admitted 
they would be happy to have 
Bray continue, he knows his 
physical limitations will start 
to slow him down. He wants 
the university to have the best 
they can have.
He referenced Romans 8:28 
in response to this battle, cit-
ing that God works for the 
good of those who love him 
and that this diagnosis is sim-
ply an earthly struggle.
“Even this, that I don’t like, 
is designed to shape me more 
like Christ,” Bray said. “If we 
understood the why, we may 
not agree with it.”
In the heart of what Bray’s 
career, he mentioned he pri-
marily desires to point stu-
dents to Jesus and help them 
take another step forward in 
their faiths.
He said that while most 
students at IWU come from a 
faith background, not all do, 
and watching new things come 
alive in their lives and seeing 
them making faith their own 
is amazing.
Sophomore Macey Johnson 
attended IWU last year but 
transferred to Taylor in the 
fall. She was present for many 
of Bray’s speeches in chapel 
and acknowledged his will-
ingness to serve the Lord and 
the student body.
“Out of a l l of the chapel 
speakers, (Bray) had some-
thing dif ferent about him; 
he seemed to genuinely care 
about the students,” Johnson 
said. “He truly had a servant’s 
heart and it was very evident.”
Sophomore A nna Chi lds 
transferred from IWU to Tay-
lor last fall as well, and she too 
witnessed many of Bray’s min-
istries around campus.
Childs heard of Bray’s di-
agnosis and decision to step 
down in the fall and was sad-
dened by this. She was grate-
ful for Bray’s intentionality in 
knowing the IWU students by 
name and praying for them 
individually. 
“There are so many things 
to say about John Bray and his 
amazing wife, but he is always 
available to talk and meet with 
students about everything and 
anything,” Childs said. “He is 
a spiritual leader and friend 
to all.”
Bray and his wife, Patty, plan 
to remain plugged in with the 
community. She teaches the 
Old Testament survey class 
at I W U and he prev iously 
taught classes in the school 
of theology.
He hopes that people re-
alize God always has more 
for them, no matter where 
they’re at with God. He also 
wants students to take away 
that what God wants for them 
in 10 years is not the same 
thing God wants for them to-
day, and that God loves them 
all passionately.
“We get so caught up in the 
then that we forget about the 
now,” Bray said. “If we ac-
knowledge the now, the then 
takes care of itself.”
Bray also acknowledged his 
appreciation for Taylor.
He said it’s easy for the two 
universities to let good-na-
tured competition get in the 
way of expressing the appre-
ciation they really should have 
for each other.
“I want the Taylor communi-
ty to know that I really respect 
them,” Bray said. “It’s inter-
esting to me that in a small 
county like Grant County, two 
universities that are actually 
fairly impactful on the Chris-
tian world sit 12 miles apart.”
Bray graduated from IWU 
in 1972 and spent 41 years in 
western Illinois as a pastor. He 
came as the interim pastor af-
ter a failed search for the chap-
el dean position. At the time, 
he was serving on the Board 
of Trustees.
Bray w il l be assuming a 
part-time role at The River 
Church in Marion, where he 
will join their preaching team 
and perform leadership train-
ing. He hopes to remain in-
volved in IWU and the Grant 
C ou nt y com mu n it y a f t er 
his retirement.
echo@taylor.edu
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Columnist Michael Gerson speaks at chapel on Friday, Feb 28.
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Amidst President Trump’s vis-
it and a controversial citizenship 
law, India is in turmoil.
According to The Washington 
Post on Feb. 29, 42 people have 
been killed and hundreds more 
wounded in the capital city.
“For years we have been pray-
ing for the country and its gov-
ernance,” said freshman Joanna 
Vasudevan, who is from Mumbai, 
India. “Things have escalated so 
much that it makes me sad to see 
my country associated with such 
injustice and hate.”
While religious tension has 
been ongoing in India, the cur-
rent outbreak is due to a citi-
zenship law that was amended 
in December 2019.  
Previously, the Indian Citi-
zenship Act of 1955 provided a 
path for illegal migrants of per-
secuted religious minorities to 
receive citizenship through due 
process. However, the Hindu Na-
tionalist Bharatiya Janata Party 
(BJP) recently amended the law 
to include more naturalization 
benefits, but excluded Mus-
lim minorities.
“The BJP (led by Prime Minis-
ter Narendra Modi) is the politi-
cal face of Hindu nationalism in 
India,” said Nikita Sud, associate 
professor of development studies 
at the University of Oxford. “(For 
traditional Hindu nationalists), a 
Hindu is someone who considers 
India to be their homeland and 
their motherland and the land of 
their religion. So, the Holy Land 
and the motherland is, by defini-
tion, leaving out, say, Muslims or 
Christians who might well con-
sider India their motherland and 
they might be born in India.”
Alumnus weighs in on conflict in India
Opponents of this amendment 
say that religion should not be a 
factor for citizenship. 
 In response, the BJP Nation-
al General Secretary Ram Mad-
hav defended the amendment 
by adding that no country in 
the world condones illegal 
immigration. 
“For all others about whom 
the bleeding hearts are com-
plaining, Indian citizenship laws 
are there,” Madhav said. “Natu-
ralised citizenship is an option 
for others who legally claim In-
dian citizenship. All other illegal 
(immigrants) will be infiltrators.”
 With the amendment, how-
ever, the government also broke 
ground on five additional facili-
ties to house illegal immigrants. 
Camps are set to include a hous-
ing facility, school and hospital, 
all of which are enclosed by walls 
and monitored by watchtowers. 
 Consequently, unrest has 
broken out into protest and re-
ligious conflict. However, these 
issues were unaddressed during 
Trump’s quick 36-hour trip 
to India during the last week 
of February.
 For Modi, this came as a win 
for normalizing the new amend-
ment in the country. The BJP 
wants to continue marching 
forward with the nationalist 
agenda, with Modi’s adviser and 
India’s the BJP Party President 
Amit Shah even describing mi-
grants from the Muslim majority 
in Bangladesh as termites during 
a 2019 campaign rally.
 Some worry that this envi-
ronment will create a repeat of 
the 1984 Sikh Massacre in Delhi, 
where the government organized 
riots against Sikhs following the 
assassination of Prime Minister 
Indira Gandhi by her Sikh body-
guards. The government report-
ed nearly 3,000 Sikhs were killed 
in Delhi, but other sources esti-
mate a death toll ranging from 
8,000-17,000 Sikhs.
 Because of the government’s 
inf lammator y comments, 
amendment and plans to create 
“‘It’s as if evil had pervaded and housed itself in the 
hearts of the mob,’ Dr. M.A. Anwar, a clinic doctor, 
told The Washington Post.”
Alumnus weigh in on conflict in India
internment camps, many people 
report that the current situation 
is ripe for something similar or 
worse. 
 The Washington Post reports 
that the current violence has 
included everything from gun-
fire to swords to burning people 
alive. They also question India’s 
police and government involve-
ment with the violence, but there 
are no conclusive reports of or-
ganized violence.
 While both Muslims and Hin-
dus have participated in the vi-
olence, the Wall Street Journal 
reported that the majority of the 
violence has been from Hindus 
toward Muslims.
 “It’s as if evil had pervaded 
and housed itself in the hearts 
of the mob,” Dr. M.A. Anwar, a 
clinic doctor, told The Washing-
ton Post.
 Although the conflict exists 
across the world, it is not discon-
nected from Taylor’s community.
 “In the months since I came 
to Taylor, it has been so easy for 
Photograph provided by Danish Siddiqui
Demonstrators are detained during a protest against a new citizenship law, in Delhi, India, December 19, 2019.
me to forget about the rest of the 
world, and just live in this com-
munity,” Vasudevan said. “I real-
ize that this is something that 
not only I struggle with … It is 
important for us to be aware and 
pray for all these things, and to 
not be content or comfortable in 
our own situation.”
 According to Edwin Welch, di-
rector of institutional research 
and associate registrar, there are 
currently four students from In-
dia studying at Taylor. 
 Freshman Sumana Wiig, 
who is from south-central In-
dia, said her predominantly 
Muslim hometown has had rel-
atively peaceful protests, but 
still worries about the potential 
for violence.
 “Hearing about this conflict is 
just really agonizing to me,” Wiig 
said. “The actions of these Hin-
du nationalists are just so bru-
tal and barbaric that it makes me 
wonder what caused this sudden 
uproar and hatred ... Sadly, even 
before these riots, the Muslims 
were already being targeted and 
this citizenship law just precipi-
tated their violent actions.”
 Taylor also has numerous 
alumni located in India. 
 Andi Eicher (’92) works with 
his wife Sheba in a hospital in 
eastern India, which has not 
experienced much violence. 
However, Eicher said the envi-
ronment often only takes one 
spark to start something bigger. 
Specifically, he finds it troubling 
that police do not seem to be in-
tervening in the conflict.
 “You can pray that God will 
embolden police and judicial 
officers to make the hard choic-
es to go and impose law and or-
der,” Eicher said. “Pray also that 
post-riot there will be justice for 
the victims and that the oppres-
sors will be convicted. Sadly, as a 
nation, we have a poor track re-
cord in restorative justice.”
 Both Wiig and Eicher asked 
the Taylor community to pray for 
India’s people and leaders.
 Reflecting on the struggle 
between political and religious 
groups, Wiig mourned the at-
tack on India’s unity in diversity. 
However, Wiig also points to it 
as a reminder that there can be 
repentance and reconciliation.
 “We have a national pledge 
that we often say in schools or 
other national events,” Wiig said. 
“Two of the lines in the pledge 
say, ‘India is my country and all 
Indians are my brothers and sis-
ters. I love my country and I am 
proud of its rich and varied her-
itage.’ I remember feeling those 
words with people. A large part 
of our identity lies in our diver-
sity and we promise to love in 
brotherhood and sisterhood 
despite our differences. It’s real-
ly sad to see our country forget 
the values we built our coun-
try upon.”
echo@taylor.edu





For eight years, the Upland Li-
ons Club have done its best to 
ensure that students in need at 
Eastbrook South Elementary 
School won’t go hungry through 
their weekend meals program.
Now, the Taylor community 
has an opportunity to help.
On March 14, the Lions will be 
hosting their seventh annual fish 
and tenderloin fry at Eastbrook 
as a fundraiser for the backpack 
program. All of the proceeds 
from food sales and donations 
will go to help the program.
The program currently pro-
vides 72 children in need with a 
package containing two break-
fasts, two dinners and three 
snacks, which are distributed 
during the school year. Each 
Friday afternoon, the children 
will cycle through the Eastbrook 
cafeteria, where a team of Lions 
Club volunteers, led by Club 
President Cindy Wright work to 
distribute the packages.
At the beginning of each 
school year, Eastbrook will sur-
vey students for their needs, 
said Eastbrook School Coun-
selor Kathy Wood. If students 
meet the program qualifications, 
they will be eligible to receive a 
weekly package. Additionally, if 
any of the students have school-
age siblings, they can sign up for 
an additional package for their 
siblings.      
Without the program, many of 
these children would go hungry 
over the weekend, Wright said.   
“The Lions Club has dubbed 
this project as one of the most 
rewarding service projects we 
have ever done,” Wright said. 
“To see the kids each week and 
to know they enjoy coming in 
the cafeteria to get their week-
end lunch bag lets us know we 
are doing the right thing.”
Wright started the project 
in 2013 with former Lions Club 
member Nancy Gore, after being 
inspired by a similar program at 
a school in Indianapolis. Seeing 
need in their home communi-
ty of Upland, Gore and Wright 
started to lay the foundation for 
the backpack program.
The Lions Club started hand-
ing out the packages after re-
ceiving a list of students who 
qualified for assistance from 
the school counselor. The 
packages initially only includ-
ed shelf-stable foods and dry 
goods, but have since grown to 
include frozen and refrigerated 
foods to provide a balanced diet, 
Wright said.
After the first year of the back-
pack program, Wright and Gore 
organized the first fish and ten-
derloin fry in 2014 as a fund-
raiser. In addition to grants and 
individual sponsors, the club re-
lies on donations from the event 
to keep the program running.  
Gore passed away a few years 
after the program started, but 
the program has continued to 
grow with support from commu-
nity donations and sponsors. A 
few years ago, the club bought 
backpacks for the children in 
the program, many of whom still 
use them. Around holidays and 
other special occasions, the vol-
unteers try to give the children 
extra goodies in their packag-
es, such as Ivanhoe’s gift cards 
or coupons for the Lions Club’s 
Hawaiian shaved ice cart which 
operates during the summer.
Despite fears that the chil-
dren would feel ashamed to 
pick up their weekly package, 
most children enthusiastically 
greet the volunteers each week, 
Wright said.
“These kids are not embar-
rassed,” Wright said. “You would 
never know the kids may have 
problems at home. They are al-
ways so cheery when they come 
into the cafeteria. They al-
ways give us a big smile, some 
give weekly hugs, some say 
‘thank you.’”
Wright hopes the program 
will inspire the children to pay 
if forward as they grow up. She 
remembers a young boy named 
Francisco coming up to her 
and promising that someday 
he would come back and repay 
the club for all the meals they 
had given him. Wright encour-
aged Francisco to take what he 
had learned and pay it forward, 
so that he could someday help 
kids in need.
The fundraiser will be held 
on Saturday, March 14 from 4–7 
p.m. at Eastbrook South Elemen-
tary, 694 S. 2nd St. Upland, IN. 
Musical group Sweet Sounds, 
which specializes in gospel, 
country and ’50s and ’60s mu-
sic, is providing entertainment.
Meals include fish and/or 
tenderloin, chips, baked beans, 
coleslaw, a drink and dessert. 
Meals are $9 for adults, $5 for 
children ages six to 10 and $3 
for children ages five and un-
der. Carryout meal options are 
also available.
echo@taylor.edu
Photograph provided by Cindy Wright
Volunteers from the Upland Lions Club at the 2017 annual fish and tenderloin fry.
Michael Gerson, spoke in chap-
el and in an afternoon session 
on Friday. He focused on val-
ues the media should uphold 
and the ethics of his career.
“Even as a public relations 
student, I understood the need 
to make journalism [and pub-
lic relations] into a profession 
with sound morals,” said se-
nior Hannah Leystra.
Sophomore OVC major Ra-
chel Fiscus said imagining her 
life without a stable household 
gave her a passion for vulnera-
ble children. She said the con-
ference balanced stories and 
statistics well and captured 
both heart and mind.
Fiscus was challenged to be 
hopeful in dealing with the 
past trauma of the children 
and was encouraged through 
the talks. She wants to work in 
foster care in the future, deal-
ing particularly with adoles-
cent trauma. 
The OVC program seeks to be 
genuinely invested in the lives 
of others. 
“That neighbor can look like 
someone in the dorm, in Grant 
County or Upland, a foster 
family or a biological family,” 
Fiscus said. “That’s something 
I definitely want to take away. 
It’s so easy to just be focused 
on where we’re going, and 
that’s so not how Christ was.” 
The third annual OVC CARE 
Conference sought to empow-
er students with the knowl-
edge of hurting populations. 
One of the program’s taglines 
is: “ You can choose to act 
or not to act, but you can’t 
choose to unknow.”
Taylor University works to 
equip student leaders with a 
passion to be the hands and 
feet of Christ. The CARE Con-
ference allowed students to 
participate in this redemp-
tive work at home and around 
the world.
echo@taylor.edu
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What do the president of Tay-
lor University, a photographer, a 
student and an alumna all have 
in common? 
On paper, it may appear they 
simply share a college, but these 
individuals discovered they share 
more than this on the Civil Rights 
Bus Tour. These people bonded 
together over the pain and recon-
ciliation they experienced from 
learning about the civil rights 
movement. 
The weekend leading up to 
Martin Luther King Jr. Day con-
sisted of long drives and lengthy 
conversations on a double-deck-
er, American flag-painted bus. 
Twenty-nine people including 
Taylor alumni, Interim Presi-
dent Paige Cunningham, and a 
few students including Student 
Body Vice President and senior 
Tali Valentine, traveled together 
across multiple states on the Civil 
Rights Bus Tour.
“It's probably one of the most 
diverse groups that Taylor could 
put on a bus,” Valentine said. “We 
have people from so many dif-
ferent experiences, whether that 
be racially or socioeconomical-
ly, or a professor, a student or an 
[alumnus].”
Although this Taylor tour oc-
curs several times a year, this trip 
marked the first alumni tour, in-
cluding a few student and par-
ent duos. Together, they visited 
places from Selma, Ala. to At-
lanta, Ga., in hopes of deepening 
knowledge and furthering con-
versations about race, discrimi-
nation and what comes next.
Prior to leaving, Valentine, a 
first-time Civil Rights Bus Tour 
attendee, joined the group in 
writing a word they thought 
would describe the trip.
Her word: depth.
Valentine took notice of this 
word while sitting next to alum-
ni and faculty alike, engaging in 
conversations she would like-
ly never have if not for this trip. 
She found depth in discussing the 
prominence of racial discrimina-
tion left in the world today, and 
how sobering and important this 
knowledge is.
“(We) can't lie to ourselves 
and say (racial discrimination) 
doesn't exist because it does,” Val-
entine said. “How do we acknowl-
edge that and move forward? I 
mean you can't really mask the 
terrible injustice in American 
history. We have to be conscious, 
and it's important not to just be 
shameful about it, but to dig into 
that and learn, what does it mean 
to move on? To educate people 
instead of putting it in the back 
of our minds?”
Valentine, keeping in theme 
with her choice word, used 
words such as somber and pain-
ful to describe the trip and her 
experience. She also used these 
words to describe visiting plac-
es such as the hotel where King 
was shot, the 16th Street Bap-
tist Church and the location of 
Bloody Sunday.
Specifically, in Selma, Valen-
tine took notice of what racial 
discrimination can do to a com-
munity, heeding how the town 
never fully recovered from the 
violent end to what was to be a 
peace march. But rather than 
sitting in that violence, Valen-
tine pushed to find how cities 
and communities can rebuild to-
gether and begin reconciliation 
through pain.
“It was like a damp towel was 
all over the town because eco-
nomically, Selma isn't doing 
great, which was a hard reality,” 
Valentine said. “When something 
like that happens to a communi-
ty, how do you rebuild and keep 
going? But . . . you can't just put 
the idea of racism behind us. We 
have to (acknowledge it and) 
keep moving forward.”
This idea of rebuilding togeth-
er and focusing on remembrance 
added to Valentine’s takeaway. 
Valentine challenged herself 
and wants to challenge others 
to refrain from casting assump-
tions onto those who are differ-
ent from her.
Along with this, Valentine 
also wants people to take notice 
of any privilege they may have, 
and to work to use that in a pos-
itive manner.
“I learned that if you are a 
black person in America, you 
carry these stories,” Valentine 
said. “I'm learning a lot about 
my own privilege and the recency 
of the civil rights era. I think we 
(should) have the humility to just 
listen and also shoulder the bur-
den of what it means to be a black 
person in America. We should be 
invested in discomfort.”
While Valentine admits she is 
still fairly new to the fight for ra-
cial equality, Cunningham said 
she has been engaged in fight-
ing racial discrimination for 
years. This fight includes lead-
ing the joint task force on the 
Multicultural Philosophy State-
ment, which describes creating 
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Interim President Paige Cunningham joined the Civil Rights Bus Tour the weekend preceding Martin Luther King.
an education system based on 
building respect and fostering 
cultural diversity within Taylor.
Creating deeper knowledge 
about racial issues at Taylor has 
always been Cunningham’s main 
goal, and that did not change af-
ter the tour.
Cunningham values taking 
action and reading literature to 
gain knowledge about racial is-
sues, although she acknowledges 
the importance of visiting the ac-
tual locations such as the Mont-
gomery lynching memorial and 
the 16th  Street Baptist Church.
She continues, stressing not 
only the importance of recog-
nizing discrimination, but also 
recognizing how mundane evil 
can be.
“The business proposition 
wasn't just in the South,” Cun-
ningham said. “(The) North fully 
relied on the slave trade. So, we 
distance ourselves saying, ‘Well, 
we didn't actually have slaves,’ 
but we benefited in every way. It 
(shows) how mundane evil can 
become. It just becomes bureau-
cratic. I think that so many peo-
ple aren't aware of it — they think 
evil is just these outbursts of vio-
lence and rage, and there is that, 
but a lot of it is just interwoven 
into the fabric of everyday life, 
and that's much easier to ignore.”
Cunningham reminds students 
the conversation started at the 
tour is just the beginning. She 
also mentions how even though 
she hopes America will always 
improve on decreasing racial 
discrimination, she knows per-
fection will never be reached be-
cause the world is imperfect.
However, according to Cun-
ningham, that does not mean 
people should not strive for a 
better world.
Cunningham also warns 
against using conversations 
with people of color (POC) or 
those who experience discrimi-
nation as an alternative action. 
Rather, she suggests reading lit-
erature by writers who differ in 
perspectives, religion and race 
to best increase awareness and 
knowledge of racial discrimina-
tion in the world today and how 
to combat it.
“It's being willing to first en-
counter ideas other than your 
own without being in a defensive 
mode or argumentative mode,” 
Cunningham said. “It's a part of 
critical thinking that we maybe 
don't necessarily talk about, but 
it's how you recognize what your 
own assumptions are about how 
the world is and how it works. We 
all have lenses through which we 
see the world, but we don't recog-
nize that they’re lenses cause it's 
not eyeglasses, it's our eyeballs, 
and we think that's the way ev-
erybody sees the world, but that’s 
the way it's always been for you. 
It's really hard to understand that 
this isn't the way the world has al-
ways been for other people.”
For alumna Charlotte Ad-
ams (’12), these were the very 
concepts that led her to attend 
the tour.
Adams was driven by the de-
sire to understand why POC are 
discriminated against and why 
white people do not always un-
derstand this discrimination. 
Specifically, she desired to know 
how people could call themselves 
Christians and still treat people 
as items.
Adams brings to attention the 
lack of reconciliation that has 
occurred since the civil rights 
movement and how communi-
ties should always be working 
toward being better. As a black 
woman, Adams stresses how un-
less someone is a POC, they could 
not understand what she has 
been through. This is why Adams 
suggests curing ignorance with 
asking questions, seeking deeper 
understanding and being willing 
to be uncomfortable.
Junior Emmanuel Terrell, a 
third-time attendee as well as 
the tour photographer, mentions 
bringing this reconciliation to 
Taylor University. While speak-
ing with Cunningham on the bus, 
Terrell discussed the reason for 
the lack of POC Taylor students 
can be attributed to the lack of 
POC professors.
Apart from hiring more POC 
professors, Terrell, like Cun-
ningham, talked about the im-
portance of students using 
literature by authors apart from 
the typical white male to de-
crease ignorance.
“Your environment doesn't 
necessarily have to limit growth,” 
Terrell said. “Even though we're 
in an environment that isn't nec-
essarily conducive with under-
standing, we're learning about 
people. You don't have to limit 
yourself to this campus. While 
you may be here in body, your 
mind can be elsewhere.”
Terrell chose his word with pri-
or knowledge of what to expect, 
therefore landing on the word 
‘grace.’
Terrell said he chose this word 
because he wanted the other 
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Rev. Greg Dyson, special assistant to the president for intercultural initiatives, also attend-
ed the bus tour through significant locations of the Civil Rights movement.
attendees to experience grace 
for each other and themselves. 
He also wanted to extend grace 
to others, but he did not realize 
he needed to receive grace from 
them as well.
“When I first entered the trip, 
I was looking to extend peo-
ple grace, and I wasn't really ex-
pecting anyone to extend me 
any grace just because I didn't 
think I needed it,” Terrell said. “I 
wasn't expecting to make friends 
on this trip. I wasn't expecting 
to get to know anyone deeper. I 
was just expecting to take pho-
tos, and I think the amount of 
love poured out to me from peo-
ple (was influential).”
Although from different back-
grounds, races and positions, Val-
entine, Cunningham, Adams and 
Terrell all wish the same for Tay-
lor: to become a community of 
acceptance and understanding, 
where people seek to overcome 
their biases.
To start and continue this 
resolution at Taylor, Valentine 
stresses not being a “moderate 
Christian,” but rather a Chris-
tian who is seeking what they can 
do better and settling for noth-
ing less.
“My dream for Taylor would 
(be to) talk about these things 
that maybe we're afraid of or 
(are considered) taboo,” Valen-
tine said. “How can we initiate 
care or response and not just say, 
‘Oh, that's not my thing?’ It kind 
of has to be your thing because 
the Letter in Birmingham Jail is 
literally calling out the moder-
ate white Christians as worse 
than the KKK. My thing is most-
ly voice and empowerment and 
I think I feel more equipped to 
keep listening.”
echo@taylor.edu
"But rather than sitting in that violence, 
Valentine pushed to find how cities and 
communities can rebuild together 
and begin reconciliation through pain."
Driving forward in grace for growth
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Olivia Chamberlain made great connections abroad.
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Taylor students have many opportunites to go abroad.
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Students have trouble combating sleep.
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Nancy Dayton loves to cook.
You had the semester of your life, now what?
Time to wake up!





When students return from 
study abroad trips, they quick-
ly realize that a lot has changed 
yet are often expected to hit the 
ground running when they re-
turn. Two of the biggest chal-
lenges these students face, 
however, is how to adapt to life 
back at Taylor and how to stay 
in contact with friends made 
abroad. 
Senior Makenna Holz studied 
abroad her sophomore year in 
Ecuador.  She greatly enjoyed 
her experience, but noted that 
she had trouble readjusting to 
Taylor life when she returned. 
“Acclimating back to life at 
Taylor was probably the most 
difficult part of the whole trip,” 
Holz said. “I did not know how 
to work through processing the 
trip.” 
Chip Bii, director of local 
and global outreach at Tay-
lor World Outreach, said this 
problem is common and the 
most important thing is to be 
able to share your story well. If 
this can be mastered, reaccli-
mating to Taylor will become 
much easier. 
To overcome this, Bii suggests 
that it is best to find a common 
time to share with people about 
your trip. This could be in your 
residence hall or with a smaller 
group of friends. It is important 
to note that everyone process-
es their trips differently — for 
some adjusting back to Taylor 
might seem like a linear pro-
cess, but others emotions can 
go back and forth.  
Bii describes the sharing of ex-
periences as two-way traffic — 
it is important for travelers to 
share, but the friend who wants 
to learn more about their expe-
rience also plays a critical role. 
Bii said it is important to be pro-
active rather than passive when 
talking to people about their 
trip. Avoid asking quick ques-
tions about the trip as you pass 
your friend in the hall — be in-
tentional about what questions 
you are asking, along with when 
you are asking them and where. 
Senior Olivia Chamberlain 
studied abroad in Spain and 
has tried to keep in contact with 
people she met overseas. 
“I message them through 
Whatsapp on occasion,” Cham-
berlain said. “However, if I want 
to stay in contact, I am the one 
who usually has to reach out, 
but it is worth it in order to stay 
in contact with the Spaniards 
that I met. I have also been able 
to stay in contact with some of 
the other American students 
that I met in my program. I have 
been able to meet up with sever-
al of them since coming back to 
the states and even showed one 





An icon, a legend, and so 
much more. You’ll probably 
mispronounce her name 




An absolute unit of a 
man. He has humor, 
energy, and did I 
mention humor?
TheWeekly
Bii said his advice for stay-
ing in contact with friends was 
to utilize technology — find a 
common medium for commu-
nication and set realistic expec-
tations. Bii said if you don’t do 
this, you will probably talk a lot 
at first but then the conversa-
tions will die off. 
Scheduling a time once a 
month to check in allows for a 
consistent relationship. Due to 
time differences communica-
tion can sometimes be difficult, 
so it might require you to wake 
up early or stay up late once a 
month to stay in touch. Bii add-
ed this kind of conversation is 
often more meaningful as it is 
planned out and purposeful. 
It is important to remem-
ber, whether you are consid-
ering studying abroad or are 
just getting back, to enjoy and 
cherish your experience. Senior 
Brendan Wallace said his study 
abroad experience was incred-
ible, and gave a piece of advice 
for students looking to study 
abroad in the future.  
“Take advantage of every min-
ute you get while you’re abroad,” 
Wallace said. “This is quite lit-
erally a once-in-a-lifetime op-
portunity — being able to learn 
abroad —  and you will never 
exactly replicate this experi-
ence again!”
echo@taylor.edu
Tips to combat 
drowsiness on campus
Leah Ryg
Life and Times Editor
 These days the typical response 
to, “How are you?” is something 
along the lines of, “I’m good, but 
pretty tired.” Why are college 
students so tired? Is it because 
professors just happen to as-
sign the most time-consuming 
projects all in the same week? 
Because there are constant-
ly things to participate in? Or 
maybe that is just the thing 
to say?
Sophomore Liz Naatz shared, 
“I am always about the same 
level of tired, even if I get 
more sleep.”
Being tired seems to be more 
than just the thing to say, but 
a common trend among col-
lege students.
Whatever the cause of this 
fatigue may be, here are some 
practical ways to help you feel 
more rested throughout your 
day: 
1- Have a routine: This is a 
simple way to train your body 
when it’s time to sleep and time 
to wake up. If you wake up and 
go to sleep at the same time 
your body’s clock will reset. 
Keep this routine regular, this 
includes weekends.   
2- Take breaks during your 
day: Going non-stop every day 
isn’t healthy for anyone. Give 
yourself time to rest. If you have 
an important test coming up, 
reward yourself with rest after 
studying for an amount of time. 
Go watch a show with a friend 
Professor Dayton shares 
her love for cooking
Harli Broge
Contributor
Professor of English Nancy Day-
ton possesses many talents. She 
started Taylor’s first Literary 
Conference, oversees the en-
tire English Department and is 
a mother.
However, Dayton also has an-
other talent, one which yields 
many treats for her family and 
students: cooking and baking. 
From scrumptious pie crusts to 
savory breads, Dayton makes 
food all people can enjoy.
Dayton’s love of making mas-
terpieces in the kitchen be-
gan when she was a child with 
her grandmothers.
“(Cooking) was interesting to 
me, it was a challenge to me,” 
Dayton said. “I listened to my 
grandmothers when they were 
doing things (in the kitchen).”
Both of her grandmothers 
have had a great influence on 
Dayton’s cooking and she has 
many good memories with 
them. One grandmother would 
make homemade mincemeat 
pie every Thanksgiving and 
Christmas, which she ground 
the meat for herself.
Since then, Dayton has been 
cooking many things in her 
kitchen. Dayton makes every-
thing from pumpkin pie to per-
simmon pudding, along with 
many other goodies which have 
graced her family’s dining table.
Many of those recipes have 
come from one very spe-
cial cookbook.
or start a new book. 
3- Say no sometimes: FOMO, 
the fear of missing out, is 
something we have all 
struggled with at one 
time or another. I’ve no-
ticed that college cul-
ture makes you feel that 
if you aren’t busy, you’re 
missing out. But this isn’t 
true. It’s okay to say no to 
getting donuts at 2 a.m. You 
won’t miss as much as you 
think you will and your body 
will thank you. 
4- Unplug to plug in: Instead 
of staring at your phone screen 
for thirty minutes before you 
go to sleep, just sleep. Looking 
at the screen actually makes it 
harder to fall asleep. Use this 
time to pray or mentally pre-
pare for your next day. 
5- Keep your naps short: Col-
lege students love naps, and 
having breaks between classes, 
allows for the perfect afternoon 
nap schedule. The ideal time for 
a nap is a quick 20-minute pow-
er nap. After that, your regular 
sleep routine could be thrown 
off and it will be harder to sleep 
that night. 
When she regularly is sleeping 
eight hours a night, junior Tay-
lor French said, “I do feel rested 
during the day and I do have the 
energy to get everything done 
and go to practice!” 
However, if you can’t seem to 
fit eight hours into your sched-
ule, or even if you can, using 
these tips should help you to 
wake up from the constant state 
of college dreary drowsiness to 
energetic excitement!
echo@taylor.edu
“I have a recipe book from my 
great-grandmother actually, it’s 
handwritten,” Dayton said. “So, 
I made a recipe book of family 
recipes from my family and from 
my husband’s family for my kids 
. . . they were so excited to get it.”
Dayton loves helping her 
family in the kitchen. When 
her kids are home from school 
she often makes one of their 
favorites, homemade cinna-
mon rolls.
However, not every recipe 
she found was a success. Until 
recently, whenever Dayton tried 
to make bread, the loaves never 
turned out right.
“I’ve had several bread reci-
pes that don’t taste good, and 
the rolls will be like hockey 
pucks,” said Dayton. “I finally 
found (a bread recipe) and now 
everybody wants the recipe in 
the department.”
Dayton also loves to make 
pies and her homemade pie 
crust is a hit. Dayton said her 
children won’t eat pie unless 
she makes it. One time she even 
taught some students how to 
make their own pie crust.
Dayton said some of her stu-
dents wanted to learn, so she 
took them to the faculty lounge 
in Reade where she gave a bak-
ing lesson. Dayton said she 
would love to do it again.
Dayton believes cooking is 
also a great way to bring back 
wonderful memories for people 
and show hospitality.
“People associate memories 
with who they are talking to, 
and they associate memories 
with sensory things, like when 
you are smelling and tasting 
something,” Dayton said. “That 
is often associated with food, 
you’re building something 
in somebody’s sensory bank 
to draw from later on. That’s 
what’s really fun.”
Enjoying cooking is not just 
Dayton’s passion, but something 
her children also practice, espe-
cially her daughter, sophomore 
Grace Dayton.
Grace loves her mother’s 
cooking and said she also enjoys 
making food with her mother 
for their family and others.
“She makes these little mice 
for her majors every year,” Grace 
Dayton said. “I’ll help her make 
those because it takes a while.”
Along with those little mice, 
Dayton makes food to bring to 
each of her classes every year, 
wanting her students to have 
some home cooking.
Through this, food has made 
an impact on the students of 
her department in more ways 
than one, according to creative 
writing major sophomore Ab-
bey Chandler.
“I love her cooking, and ev-
erything that I’ve tried of hers 
seems like comfort food and 
homey,” Chandler said. “She re-
ally does want the English de-
partment to be a family . . . and 
she brings treats into the office. 
Everything that I have tasted 








Rupp media lap. 10pm. Two 
students debating sloppy 
wet vs. unforseen kiss and 
if reckless is an appropriate 
word for Gods love. This 
is how Christian higher Ed 
should be done. #TaylorU
Ally @Allyson1447
The worst thing about 
community showers? It’s 
really ruining my career as a 
professional (but mediocre) 
shower singer #TaylorU
Emily Knight @manyartsofem
The real sign of spring at 
#tayloru are the strains of 
country music across campus 
from the baseball field
gabriella rivera @gabrivera42
its really comforting to hear 
someone yell “YOU HAVE 
CORONA!?” on the phone 
while leaving Olson #tayloru
Linda Karen Taylor @
LindaEdits How much fun in 
social media strategy class 
when students find Twitter 
accounts they started in junior 
high. #embarrassing #tayloru 
#maybeyoushouldstartover
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 A clock chimes 5 times in 4 seconds. How many times will it chime in 10 seconds?
Options: 9, 10, 11, 12
Just how smart are you?
Fill in each square cell in the puzzle with a number between 1 
and the size of the grid. For example, in a 4×4 grid, use the num-
bers 1, 2, 3, & 4.
Use each number exactly once in each row and each column.
The numbers in each “Cage” (indicated by the heavy lines) must 
combine — in any order — to produce the cage’s target number 
using the indicated math operation. Numbers may be repeated 
within a cage as long as rule 2 isn’t violated.
KenKen
To complete Sudoku, fill the board by entering numbers 1 to 
9 such that each row, column and 3x3 box contains every num-
ber uniquely.
For many strategies, hints and tips, visit www.sudokuwiki.org
Sudoko4th March 
http://www.dailysudoku.com/

























7 1 8 5 3
9
8 4 2 3
9 5 4 2
1
3 9 5 7 6
7 4 3
























7 8 3 6 5 2 1 9 4
4 2 6 7 1 9 8 5 3
9 5 1 8 4 3 2 7 6
8 4 2 9 6 5 3 1 7
5 3 7 4 2 1 6 8 9
6 1 9 3 8 7 5 4 2
2 6 8 5 9 4 7 3 1
3 9 5 1 7 6 4 2 8
1 7 4 2 3 8 9 6 5
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This great founding father w
as an advocate for the daylig
ht savings sys-
tem in place today:
True Confessions
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7 8 3 6 5 2 1 9 4
4 2 6 7 1 9 8 5 3
9 5 1 8 4 3 2 7 6
8 4 2 9 6 5 3 1 7
5 3 7 4 2 1 6 8 9
6 1 9 3 8 7 5 4 2
2 6 8 5 9 4 7 3 1
3 9 5 1 7 6 4 2 8
1 7 4 2 3 8 9 6 5
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A man is never more truth-
ful than when he acknowledg-
es himself a liar.
-Mark Twain
There is a word in the English lan-
guage in which the first two letters sig-
nify a male, the first three letterssignify 
a female, the first four signify a great 
man, and the whole word, a great wom-
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Two Taylor alumni present a ‘super’ new book
‘The Invisible Man’ creeps its way into movie theaters
Envision Film Festival shares student talent
‘Dear Hero’ is set to 
be published in 2021
Katie Pfotzer 
Staff Writer
If you think that text messages 
cannot be literature, think again. 
Hope Bolinger (’19) and Alys-
sa Roat (’20) are adding a unique 
voice to the literary world with 
their upcoming book, “Dear Hero.” 
The story follows a superhero and 
a supervillain who are both seek-
ing archnemeses on an app that 
works similar to a dating site by 
matching potential rivals. 
Once the two are matched, they 
correspond through the site. In-
stant messaging turns to instant 
hate. However, the supers soon 
discover that hate is not the op-
posite of love, and a romance 
blossoms. 
The idea came to Bolinger and 
Roat through their own experi-
ences online. 
“There are these things called 
parody accounts on Twitter,” 
Modern take on classic 
horror brings the thrills 
Landon Hilst
Contributor
“The Invisible Man” was re-
leased in theaters on Feb. 28, 
2020 by Universal Pictures and 
Blumhouse Productions. 
This American horror clas-
sic was first introduced in H.G. 
Wells’ original science fiction 
novel in 1897 and brought to 
the big screen in 1933. The tit-
ular character has appeared in 
many adaptations since, but 
this modernized retelling fea-
tures some spectacular perfor-
mances and a truly gripping 
narrative. 
Elizabeth Moss plays Cecil-
ia, a young woman who escapes 
her abusive husband, Adrian, 
and inherits his vast wealth af-
ter his untimely death shortly 
thereafter. Adrian, played by 
Oliver Jackson-Cohen, may be 
gone, but Cecilia’s troubles are 
far from over as she now feels 
his evil presence wherever she 
goes. Left increasingly isolated 
and vulnerable, Cecilia’s fight 
against this invisible foe leads 
her down some very dark paths.
The film is written and di-
rected by Leigh Whannell, a 
Bolinger said. “Basically, they 
make fun of cliches in young adult 
fiction. I made one for a stereotyp-
ical hero, and Alyssa made one for 
a stereotypical villain.” 
After coming up with the ini-
tial idea, the two decided to co-
write it. They planned to write it 
over the course of a summer while 
working seven jobs between them. 
The two worked simultaneously 
legend of the modern horror 
genre. Whannell is responsible 
for the hugely successful “Saw” 
and “Insidious” franchises and 
although his films follow the 
traditional jump-scare tactics 
of the brand, there is no deny-
ing the amount of filmmaking 
talent he brings to “The Invis-
ible Man.” The pacing of the 
film is near-perfect as it steadi-
ly builds to the apex of Cecilia 
and Adrian’s intense struggle, 
with all characters feeling fully 
actualized in their motivations. 
Aldis Hodge portrays the 
kindly lawman, James, and 
acts as Cecilia’s guiding light 
once she escapes the abusive 
on a shared Google doc, each tak-
ing a character and writing from 
that perspective throughout. 
“Nine days later, we had a first 
draft,” Roat said.
Written almost totally in text 
messages, the book falls into an 
emerging subgenre or “trope” 
called chat fiction. Contemporary 
examples of this are “I Hate Every-
one But You” by Gaby Dunn and 
Adrian. But the haunting that 
ensues spills into every aspect 
of Cecilia’s familial support, 
and James must shift priorities 
to his daughter, Sydney, excel-
lently realized by the young 
Storm Reid. 
Moss carries a majority of the 
performing burden as she acts 
opposite the film’s impercepti-
ble antagonist. Her role as the 
tormented young woman Cecil-
ia deserves high praise as she 
becomes increasingly isolated 
by Adrian, the Invisible Man. 
Cecilia experiences a variety of 
emotional disturbances in the 
film, all beautifully captured 
by Moss’ expert portrayal. It is 
from this book is that there is a lit-
tle bit of a hero in all of us.”
This message is especially 
geared towards the story’s mid-
dle-grade audience. Bolinger, who 
is also a literary agent alongside 
Roat, pitched the idea to INtense 
Publications. This middle-grade 
and young adult fiction publisher 
is known for taking on more off-
the-wall ideas. They decided to 
give “Dear Hero” a chance. 
This will be Bolinger’s third 
published novel, the first two be-
ing “Blaze” and “Den” which are a 
part of a trilogy published through 
Illuminate YA Fiction. While this 
is Roat’s first published book, IN-
tense Publications is also publish-
ing “The Wraithwood Trilogy” by 
Roat. 
“Dear Hero” is set to be a duol-
ogy with tentative spin-offs in the 
works. The book will come out 
Jan. 30, 2021. It will be available 
for purchase in hardcover, paper-







From past alumni to prospective 
high school students, the Envi-
sion Film Festival brought all of 
Taylor’s film program together 
this past weekend. 
Envision is Taylor’s yearly film 
festival where alumni, students, 
faculty and prospectives all come 
together to celebrate and learn 
about what the film program has 
done in the last year. This was the 
12th year Taylor has hosted the 
event. 
Envision began with a screen-
ing of “Making Waves: The Art of 
Cinematic sound” on Thursday, 
March 5. David J. Turner (’04), ed-
itor and producer of the film’s au-
dio, was present for the screening. 
The film was then followed by a 
Q&A with Turner. 
“He felt a lot of pressure, tell-
ing the story of Hollywood’s best 
sound designers,” said Kathy 
Bruner, associate professor of film 
and media production. “Then he 
ended up winning a Cinema Au-
dio Society Award as a result, so 
we’re really proud of him.”
Throughout the day on Fri-
day, many workshops were 
available to participate in. Turn-
er taught two workshops: one 
deconstructing the editing he 
did on “Making Waves,” and a sec-
ond on how to administer such a 
large scale production. Turner de-
scribed the second workshop as 
everything he wished he knew be-
fore beginning his work on “Mak-
ing Waves.”
Other workshops were taught 
by alumni such as Tim Suther-
land (‘07). Sutherland taught 
three workshops on cinematog-
raphy. In them, he covered how to 
plan out shots based on a script, 
what the life of a camera operator 
is and how artistic camera move-
ments can engage emotion.
Allison Raskin and “Tweet Cute” 
by Emma Lord. 
In a world full of superhero sto-
ries, Bolinger believes what makes 
this story unique is the holistic ap-
proach the authors took to craft-
ing their characters. 
“There is a little bit of hero in 
the villain and a little bit of villain 
in the hero,” Bolinger said. “I think 
something readers can take away 
easily one of the most compel-
ling performances of the year 
so far. 
Sweeping,  long cam era 
movements down house in-
teriors and asylum corridors 
only make the tension thicker 
as you can’t help but feel like 
the unseen evil is lurking close 
by at all times: a highly effec-
tive strategy for making the au-
dience feel even more on edge. 
A haunting score composed 
by Benjamin Wallfisch (Blade 
Runner 2049) accentuates the 
dramatic and elevates the ac-
tion like the waves of a stormy 
sea. Almost every aspect of this 
film worked and with clever 
John Bruner, assistant profes-
sor of media and film, has worked 
with Sutherland on short films 
in the past and is excited to have 
him. 
“(He) was the first student I met 
when I came to Taylor 15 years 
ago,” said John Bruner. 
On Friday night, there was an 
awards show for Taylor students. 
During that night, they presented 
their fiction and nonfiction films 
to a jury of alumni. 
This year’s nominees included 
four fiction films. “Burning all my 
Clothes and Me” explores how a 
young man’s dying wishes put his 
best friend and mother at odds 
after he passes. In “Hardly Fash-
ion,” a photographer stumbles on 
a crime that threatens everything. 
A boxer trying to provide for his 
younger brother has to decide if 
the fight is worth it in “My Broth-
er’s Keeper.” In “Better by Your-
self,” a security guard searches 
for his girlfriend’s wallet during 
his first night on duty.
There were three vastly differ-
ent documentaries up for nom-
ination as well. In “20 Over,” an 
Indianapolis high school track 
star competes on the world stage 
in spite of being nearly blind. 
“Holy Fields” gives a glimpse 
into the lives of Muslims living in 
central Indiana. In “Nurk,” an In-
dianapolis man discovers his pas-
sion and talent for drone racing
Lastly, there was a music vid-
eo by the band Leland Blue. “Ly-
ing to Myself ” tells the story 
of a teen whose prom dreams 
were dashed.
“That’s always the most fun,” 
said senior Kelsea Denney, stu-
dent producer of Envision. “To 
get to see people that you’re 
proud of getting the recognition 
that they deserve for the work 
that they’ve put in.”
Taylor students are not the 
only ones to get recognition for 
their work. Envision also hosted 
prospective high school students 
for two nights and two days to 
see the Taylor awards, partici-
pate in the workshops and have 
an awards show of their own.
This year’s high school win-
ner was senior Aiden Merk. 
Through a 10 minute dark com-
edy, Merk tells the story of a kid 
who pursues his dreams of be-
coming a writer, despite his so-
cial anxieties. 
“Comedy is the heart of the 
film,” Denney said. “I found it 
very mature for someone in 
high school, and it really seems 
to pinpoint a lot of good human 
emotion in it.”
Much of Envision has been 
put together by students. Den-
ney did much of the adminis-
trative work and was assisted 
by sophomore Sophie Olson 
and junior Abby McCormic, as-
sistant Envision producers.
McCormic and Olsen are fol-
lowing in the footsteps of Den-
ney, who once worked that same 
role. Denney credits their help 
for this year’s Envision going 
smoothly. 
“We all work together incred-
ibly well,” said Denney. “It’s just 
fun to get to walk around and 
host everybody.”
echo@taylor.edu
Photo by Carolina Quintana
Envision’s workshops covered everything from sound design to cinematography.
Photo provided by Alyssa Roat





Mar. 10 – 5 p.m.
Euler 109
“The Road Home” 
Viewing
MuKappa
Mar. 12 – 7 p.m.
Cornwall Auditorium
C . S .  L e w i s  & 
Friends Tea










“The two worked simultaneously 
on a shared Google doc, each 
taking a character and writing 
from that perspective throughout.”
‘Two Taylor alumni present a 
‘super’ new book’
Photo provided by Roger Ebert
Cecilia (Elizabeth Moss) is psychologically tortured by her supposedly dead husband in “The Invisible Man.”
plot weaving by Whannell, “The 
Invisible Man” will leave the au-
dience shocked to their core.
“The Invisible Man” is a per-
fect example of why the Blum-
house formula works so well. 
On a low budget of $7 million, 
the movie’s opening weekend 
has already earned an impres-
sive $29 million. There is much 
to respect about the filmmak-
ing and obvious love for the 
craft throughout the film. Com-
bining a classic story on a small 
budget with a great cast and 
solid directing earns “The In-
visible Man” a four and a half 





Fine arts is a new addition to The Echo. It exists to give an individual spotlight to student voices on Taylor’s  
campus. Submissions of all forms of prose, poetry, art and photography are now open.  
Email all submissions or questions to 
mer_fenton@taylor.edu
A cold freshness surrounded 
Micah as he walked down the 
street of a strange town. Nothing 
was familiar except for the 
snow and ice on the roof of and 
in between the buildings. He 
breathed deeply and imagined 
the snow as his soft white pillow 
and that he was laying his head 
on it and falling asleep…. It was 
a sweet escape from pain, loss, 
life. 
A park bench appeared on 
the sidewalk and he bruised 
his shins running into it. The 
pain woke him up and in the 
process of holding his right leg 
he hopped around and looked 
up at the building in front of 
him. The fading pink “Maisel’s 
Mousse Market’  rose up to 
the grey sky. Various types 
of hair mousse bottles and 
cans intermixed with goblets 
of chocolate and strawberry 
mousse were presented in the 
bay windows among strips of 
sparkly pink and gold tulle. 
Micah was understandably 
confused at the display in 
front of him, but following his 
curiosity he stepped towards 
the building. He reached for the 
handle — turned it— cracked 
the door open—heard the bell 
jingle—lifted his foot— put 
it over the threshold—- and 
instantly felt himself step into 
a different world. Maroon and 
red and burnt orange filled his 
vision as he stumbled around 
inside of this dusky and silent 
place. Tall figures resembling 
trees seemed to move around 
slowly… or was that his own 
head that was moving around in 
circles…? His hand fell through 
a spongy substance and onto… 
rock? He tried to reach his other 
hand up to his eyes but couldn’t 
seem to move it… everything 
was shifting and turning until 
he felt himself fall into the 
spongy substance and his head 
hit rock and all turned black. 
“He can’t do it. I know he can’t 
do it.”    
“Oh come on. You haven’t even 
given him a chance.” 
“Well I mean look at him! 
It’s his first day and he’s 
already passed out.” 
  “Knocked out Rubeus. 
Knocked out by the rock, and 
understandably so.” 
“Well I still don’t think—” 
“If anything, Rubeus, this 
weakness of his in a new 
environment should enhance 
his usefulness to us.”
The conversation ended and 
the two men sat silently in their 
old fashioned chairs. Rubeus sat 
on the right and, in a three piece 
suit and with a honey-coloured 
drink in hand, focused his 
attention on the window-like 
wall before them. 
Niles looked much more 
relaxed and leaned back, 
crossing one leg over the other. 
In fact, he opened up a book and 
began to read while sipping his 
light-coloured bourbon. Time 
passed slowly in this way, with 
only the occasional flip of a page 
or sip of a drink to disturb the 
peace.   
The man in the window before 
them began to awake and look 
around. His confusion was 
evident. He kept on prodding the 
spongy ground with his finger 
and sometimes a little bit would 
stick and he would stretch it all 
the way up to his chin. Perhaps 
noticing a movement beside 
him, Micah jerked up his head 
and looked cautiously around. 
Though he assumed time had 
passed, there was no difference 
in the look of the sky or the feel 
of the air. All that he saw was 
a collection of tree-like plants 
stretching up like redwoods with 
their top branches intertwined. 
Unsure what exactly to do, he 
stood up, walked over, and laid 
his hand on one of the trees. 
Nothing happened. He went to 
the next tree and laid his palm 
on it; it had the same squishy 
texture as the ground his feet 
were sinking into. He kept on 
doing this, almost mindlessly, 
almost expecting something 
new to happen when he touched 
the trees. 
Micah’s mind felt strangely 
numb. Was he dreaming? 
He kept on touching his 
surroundings to make sure 
they were real , though he 
started to doubt even his 
sense of touch. He continued 
on for some time this way, not 
comprehending anything he 
was seeing. He wished he could 
escape back into his fantasy 
of sleeping on a pillow of soft 
white snow… but the colours 
here were too deep and blood-
like to inspire any sort of 
restfulness. He forced himself 
to stop just touching the tree-
like plants and observe where 
he was. There was almost no 
difference in colour between 
the ground, trees, and sky, 
only varying shades of dark 
red and burnt orange. The 
lack of foliage on the plants 
reminded him of a forest near 
his home in winter; they both 
looked dead. He tried to listen 
for any sound of wildlife but 
nothing reached his ears. He 
held his breath, afraid to break 
the silence. 
Suddenly his mind went 
hyperactive and in fear he 
turned around in circles and 
tripped over his own feet while 
trying to see any sign of or of 
inhabitation. His head started 
spinning again and, disoriented, 
he ran straight into one of the 
slimy trees. As his nose touched 
the sticky substance he became 
aware of the pungent smell that 
pervaded the whole place. 
“That’s not natural ,” he 
thought. “This place is rotting.” 
He didn’t know what to do 
with this new found revelation, 
only that he wanted to leave. 
He spun around, over and 
over again, looking for a way 
out, any difference in the 
bloody landscape. He ran in 
a random direction, bumping 
into trees and his feet getting 
stuck in the sponge.  He 
tripped, and the smell of rot 
suddenly surrounded his face 
and penetrated his nose. He 
got up and ran again, fighting 
the smell and the slime that 
now seemed to stick to him 
now matter what he did. But 
there seemed to be no end… he 
ran for hours until he almost 
couldn’t breathe for the stench 
and his exhaustion… 
A fire crackled now in the 
wood-panelled room that 
Rubeus and Niles inhabited. 
Niles stood by the mini bar in 
one corner of the room, refilling 
his glass of honey-coloured 
liquid. Rubeus stared intently 
at the screen in front of the two 
chairs.     
“He’s looking for a way out,” he 
said to Niles. 
“Well, lucky for us, he won’t 
find one,” Niles replied passively. 
They sat in silence for a while, 
savouring their drinks and 
listening to the fire.  “Are 
you sure this is the right 
man Niles?”
“Are you sure this is the right 
thing to do?” 
Rubeus opened his mouth 
to say something, but nothing 
came out.
“What I mean is,” said Niles, 
“It doesn’t matter if he is the 
right person or if this is the right 
thing. It needs to be done. And 
that is all.” He refused to look 
at Rubeus as he said this and 
instead shifted his weight to 
be more focused on the screen. 
“Don’t let what you think is right 
or wrong get in the way of what 
must be done Rubeus.”
The room returned to silence 
and both men stared into space, 
unfocused on the frantic human 
being in front of them.   
echo@taylor.edu
Explorations in Digital Art: A collection by Livia Rose
Maisel’s Mousse Market: Prose Excerpt by Leah Kiers
I am a freshman English 
Education major and I see 
writing as a way to creatively 
express parts of who I am 
through my stories. I enjoy 
exploring the imperfections of 
humanity and how hard it can 
be to choose a side when you 
can see multiple perspectives. 
“Maisel’s Mousse Market” is 
far from perfect writing (and 
you only see a part of it here), 
but I hope you can enjoy my 
attempt at representing how 
complicated life can be when 
we take into account different 
people’s stories. 
   echo@taylor.edu
Author bio
Art has always been a 
fascination of mine ever since 
I was little and still coloring 
with crayons in coloring 
books. Throughout middle 
school and high school, my 
vision and talent as an artist 
Artist bio
really bloomed in a multitude of 
mediums, the main being color 
pencil, and acrylic painting. 
Over the years, I have been 
privileged to have won several 
art awards and competitions, 
such as an honorable mention 
and showcase with Scholastic. 
Recently I have dove into the 
world of digital art, nd I am 
extremely excited to see where 
it all takes me. If you would 
like to see more of my artwork 
follow my Instagram art page 
@liviaroseart





Students create on 
campus businesses
My recent guilty pleasure has 
been listening to a podcast in 
which each episode is an inter-
view with a successful entre-
preneur and the brain behind 
multi-million dollar companies. 
The podcast, called “How I Built 
This,” always leaves me on a sort 
of “entrepreneurial high.”
I know I’m not the only one 
who is inspired by stories of 
successful, innovative business 
people who work hard to cre-
ate and promote their brand. 
In fact, there are many Taylor 
students who also have a pas-
sion for entrepreneurship and 
are pursuing it wholeheartedly.
From cutting hair to making 
lollipops to pouring candles, 
Taylor’s entrepreneurial atmo-
sphere is booming. Our genera-
tion of creatives is sparked with 
a go-getter fire that leads us to 
dream of what we can add to 
this world. 
Donna Downs, co-chair of the 
communication department 
and advisor for Taylor’s Pub-
lic Relations Student Society of 
America chapter, said students 
are eager to share their wares 
with the Taylor community. Her 
team ran the second Shop the 
Loop event on Mar. 4, which 
featured booths of many stu-
dent and faculty entrepreneurs. 
“These types of business-
es have been at Taylor for a 
long time, but have never had 
a place to market themselves 
before this event,” Downs said. 
“It is important for students to 
feel like they have a voice in the 
marketplace, to be creative and 
to be entrepreneurs. . . People 
were amazed and excited by the 
students and their creativity.” 
While dreaming of entrepre-
neurial ventures is exhilarating, 
it also comes with a single-sto-
ry understanding of what suc-
cessful entrepreneurship looks 
like. In podcasts and documen-
taries, we see story after story 
of the person who poured all 
of their own money into and 
spent all of their free time on 
this magical concept that even-
tually made them millions. 
However, Andrew Fennig, di-
rector of Promising Ventures, 
shared that true entrepreneur-
ship does not (and should not) 
always look like that. Fennig 
teaches a class called trans-
formational entrepreneurship 
and innovation which teaches 
“Failure is always a possibility, but that doesn’t 




Photograph by Jake Nichols
Seniors Matthew Beaverson and Mikey Maloney sell candles for their business, 516 Candles.
place in relation to trade, cus-
toms and regulations,” Blevins 
said. “Many observers fear it 
will be impossible to achieve 
full agreement by the dead-
line at the end of 2020 and 
that there could still be a no-
deal Brexit — Britain effec-
tively crashing out of the EU. 
It would be difficult to exag-
gerate the challenge and that 
would pose for both sides.”
What is so hard about leav-
ing the EU? Among many oth-
er complications, the main 
points of concern so far have 
been the taxation of trade 
goods across borders and the 
way citizenship and travel will 
work amongst members of the 
U.K. and EU. 
 For both citizens of the 
U.K. and EU member states, 
the general feeling surround-
ing Brexit is uncertainty. Lo-
gan Hoffman is the assistant 
on-site director for the Irish 
Studies Programme and is 
studying at Trinity College 
Dublin. While living, work-
ing and studying in Europe, 
he has observed one aspect of 
the tension caused by Brexit.
 “Their biggest concern is 
probably increased costs of 
goods and slower economic 
growth,” Hoffman said. “Those 
who are really affected are Eu-
ropeans living and working in 
the United Kingdom and peo-
ple from the U.K. living and 
working in Europe. No one is 
really sure whether or under 
what conditions they’ll be al-
lowed to continue doing so.
 “The U.K. recently suggest-
ed what its new immigration 
guidelines might include, and 
for workers to be allowed in 
the country, they would need 
to meet several criteria under 
a point system.”
Another concern is the bor-
der between Northern Ireland 
(part of the U.K.) and the Re-
public of Ireland (part of the 
EU). The content of this issue 
is packed and is a conversa-
tion to be fleshed out further 
in the future, but Professor 
of Psychology Vance Malo-
ney senses a rising tension in 
this country specifically. Fear, 
suspicion and division are 
building as the already divid-
ed country is threatened by a 
hard border. 
Why is it important for us 
to be aware of other countries’ 
political climates? Aside from 
the call to compassion and em-
pathy modeled by our Savior, 
reading about Brexit allows us 
to step outside of the cloudy 
sphere of American politics 
and refresh ourselves with an-
other perspective as we under-
stand that we aren’t the only 




You have probably seen the 
word “Brexit” flashing across 
news sources for years now, 
but January’s recent agree-
ment has made history by cre-
ating a future full of unknown 
for the U.K. and the EU. 
Brexit stands for “Britain’s 
exit from the EU” which signi-
fies the multiyear process of 
the U.K, (England, Scotland, 
Wales, Northern Ireland) leav-
ing the EU (27 member states 
of countries throughout Eu-
rope). A 40-year political bat-
tle has come to a culmination 
in the events that have tak-
en place in the past couple 
of months.
On Jan. 31, 2020, the U.K. for-
mally left the EU, a relationship 
established in 1973. Since the 
formation of this relationship, 
the British government has 
been divided on issues regard-
ing their desire and commit-
ment to staying within the EU. 
We will pause here and say 
that this political issue has 
many other details and confus-
ing points that we won’t be in-
cluded in this article. However, 
we want to keep our commu-
nity informed on this politi-
cal event and encourage you 
to continue to stay informed 
as the process moves forward. 
Now for the basics. In 2016, 
things started picking up for 
the split British government. 
After a few interesting tech-
niques to persuade the public 
during election season, then 
Prime Minister David Camer-
on emphasized his desire for 
a better relationship with the 
EU. This prompted a referen-
dum that ended with a 52% to 
48% vote in favor of leaving. 
This unexpected result sent 
shockwaves through the U.K. 
and EU alike.
Since 2016, there have been 
three British Prime Ministers 
and a whole lot of delayed ne-
gotiations and decisions. 
However, the Jan. 31 decision 
headed up by Prime Minister 
Boris Johnson solidified Brex-
it. Just as in any other major 
political transition, this will 
take time. No one is fully sure 
what the split will look like 
and how to best change the 
decades-long system of free 
trade and travel between the 
U.K. and EU member states.
The transition period for 
Brexit will last until Dec. 31, 
2020 ― the first deadline of this 
new chapter. Now, we wait and 
see what the transition from 
paper to practice will entail for 
the people of the U.K. and EU. 
David Blevins, senior Ireland 
correspondent for Sky News, 
gave some insight into what 
this looks like across the pond. 
“There is an enormous 
amount of negotiation to take 
students about redemptive 
entrepreneurship. 
Fennig started a non-profit 
called Love Justice with a few 
of his college friends, which has 
since become an international 
organization working to end 
human trafficking. Since grad-
uating, Fennig has been help-
ing students understand what 
it looks like to make your ven-
ture kingdom work. 
How can we take each aspect 
of a new company, brand, busi-
ness or product and hold them 
to a standard that is higher than 
just being ethical? Redemptive 
entrepreneurship goes above 
and beyond the normal stan-
dards for business and chooses 
to build upon biblical principles 
and follow the prompting of the 
Holy Spirit. 
Fennig brings in other re-
demptive entrepreneurs to 
speak to his class such as Sajan 
George who founded Match-
book Learning and Polk Capital, 
both located in Indianapolis. 
George called students to al-
ways be learning and listening 
fervently to understand where 
they are called to create. Both 
Fennig and George understand 
what success means in the con-
text of God’s calling. 
So how do we cultivate our 
entrepreneurial mindset to be 
redemptive and centered on 
Christ? Fennig recommend-
ed looking into Praxis Acade-
my, a group specifically geared 
to teaching budding entrepre-
neurs about redemptive entre-
preneurship. At 
Taylor, events 
like Shark Tank 
and Shop the 





a n d  s h o u l d 
take the vision 
and put it into 
practice.  
“Part of it is 
having a high 
comfort lev-
el with failure,” 
Fennig said . 
“Failure is al-
ways a possi-
bility, but that 
doesn’t  have 
to define us or 
keep us from 
taking steps. 
The more that 
we can celebrate 
people — and 
even their fail-
ures — the more 




make it doable. We want to de-
mystify the process and encour-
age people with creativity to go 
out and do those things.”
   echo@taylor.edu
“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of 
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging 
the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the peo-
ple peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for 
a redress of grievances.”











ANYTHING YOU WANT TO ADD?
Guest Columns
600 word limit
3 local, expert sources 
required
All submissions are due Sunday at midnight 
The Echo only accepts column submissions from current faculty, 
staff and students.
Letters to the Editor
300 word limit
No sources required, 
include your year
Please direct submissions to sam_jones2@taylor.edu
Madi Turpin
News Co-Editor
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June 23, 2016 
Majority vote to leave EU
In a referendum held in June, a 
majority (51.89%) of 33.6 million voters 
vote to leave the EU.
June 24, 2016 
Prime Minister David 
Cameron resigns
David Cameron 
announces his resignation 
from the position of 
prime minister following 
the referendum.
July 13, 2016 
Theresa May accepts the position of 
Prime Minister
The Queen invited May to accept the 
position. May becomes the second prime 
minister since the 2016 referendum.
December 7, 2016  
Theresa May’s plan to  trigger Article 
50 is approved
The U.K. House of Commons holds a 
vote to approve Theresa May’s plan. An 
overwhelming majority votes to approve 
May’s plan.
March 29, 2017  
Theresa May triggers Article 50
Prime Minister May triggers 
Article 50, beginning the two-year 
countdown to the official ‘Brexit.’
April 5, 2019 
Theresa May requests a second 
extension for departure
May’s request is accepted by the 
EU five days later. The extension 
projected departure to take place on 
October 31, 2019. 
March 21, 2019 
EU delays U.K. departure
The EU grants the House of 
Commons an extension on their 
departure. The new date of departure 
is May 22, 2019. The extension is 
implemented the following day.
July 24, 2019 
Boris Johnson accepts the 
position of prime minister
The Queen invited Johnson to 
accept this position. Johnson then 
becomes the third prime minister 
since the 2016 referendum.
June 7, 2019  
Theresa May resigns as Prime 
Minister
May resigns for not being able to 
uphold her Brexit plans. 
July 24, 2019. Boris Johnson accepts 
the position of prime minister
October 19, 2019 
Boris Johnson requests an extension on departure
Johnson’s letter of request (sent to the president of the 
European Council) is approved by the EU on October 28, 2019  
the third extension given for the Brexit process.
January 31, 
2020 
 The U.K. withdraws 
from the EU
At 11:00 GMT, Britain 
formally withdrew from 
the European Union
Photograph provided by Public Domain Pictures
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Buchs twins nearing end of Taylor career




All their lives Seniors Abby 
and Becca Buchs have been a 
team, one that has helped Tay-
lor’s women’s basketball team 
to become one of the best in 
Taylor’s history.
Their individual careers are 
just one part of a longer jour-
ney that began in kindergar-
ten, where they began playing 
basketball, softball and prac-
ticed gymnastics as well.
In sixth grade, they were 
asked to pick their favorite 
sport to focus on. They both 
picked basketball.
“We kind of decided it was 
our favorite in middle school,” 
Becca Buchs said.
Following their passion for 
the sport led them to join the 
team at Taylor in 2016. It was a 
rocky start. During their fresh-
man year, both Abby and Bec-
ca Buchs received very limited 
amounts of playing time and 
according to Head Coach Jody 
Martinez, both of their skills 
were underdeveloped.
“When I came in May of 2017, 
they were wrapping up their 
freshman year, they were kind 
of thin and not toned to where 
I like my players at,” Martinez 
said. “I was told they didn’t 
play defense, I was told they 
were more offensive-mind-
ed, that all they wanted to do 
was shoot and those kinds 
of things.”
Martinez challenged them 
to spend the summer getting 
into shape. The twins came 
back in the fall, in better shape 
than ever.
“Their dedication to devel-
opment is very impressive,” 
Martinez said.
As the old saying goes, 
“shooters shoot” but not all 
shooters shoot consistent-
ly. Since their freshman year, 
Abby and Becca Buchs have 
become more consistent and 
careful shooters. 
Under Martinez’s guidance, 
Becca went from scoring 54 
points her freshman year to 
scoring 564 points her senior 
year. Abby went from scor-
ing only 14 points to scoring 
496 points.
Together, they’ve scored a 
total of 2,573 points over their 
Taylor career.
Senior Jamie Netzley said 
she is very proud of seeing all 
their hard work pay off. 
The twins have helped their 
team see victory over some of 
their toughest rivals, such as 
Indiana Wesleyan, Hunting-
ton and Mount Vernon Naza-
rene University.
In their first bout with 
Mount Vernon on Jan. 11, 
during the Crossroads League 
Tournament Quarterfinals, the 
Trojans shared a score of 62 
with Mt. Vernon, until Becca 
Buchs came along and sealed 
the Trojans’ victory with a 
game-winning three-pointer. 
“I give all the credit to Ja-
mie Netzley on defense, she 
got that steal for us, all of 
the defense kind of collapsed 
around her and she found me 
wide open on the three,” Becca 
Buchs said.
At the end of this season, 
Photograph  by Sam Serrato
Abby Buchs is the second-leading scorer and re-
bounder for Taylor this season.
Photograph  by Sam Seratto
Becca Buchs recently broke her own program re-
cord for 3-pointers in a season.




This weekend, the Trojan 
women’s basketball team 
competed in the Crossroads 
League Tournament. Although 
they fell just short, the journey 
they took through this compe-
tition was just as exciting and 
mesmerizing as the rest of 
their season.
In game one, Taylor faced 
off against Mount Vernon, a 
team they had already beaten 
twice. Just like their first meet-
ing, this game was close all the 
way through. Despite a third 
quarter surge by Mount Ver-
non, the Trojans came away 
with a 68-66 win.
A great team performance 
by the Trojans was capped off 
by a fantastic 28-point effort 
from senior Becca Buchs and 
four steals from senior Sydney 
Huffman. Each of the Buchs 
sisters put in 40-minute shifts 
and helped their team stay 
alive in the tournament.
After advancing past the 
Cougars, Taylor came up 
against the Huntington Forest-
ers. Despite four Trojans scor-
ing over 10 points each, the 
Foresters refused to go down 
without a fight. Any time Tay-
lor pulled ahead, their oppo-
sition clawed their way back 
into the game.
“It’s hard to beat a good 
team multiple times, and we 
were trying to beat a great 
team for the third time,” Huff-
man said about Huntington.
In the final minute of the 
contest, senior Abby Buchs 
came up huge with a free 
throw and a block on the oth-
er end of the court to keep the 
lead. The Trojans squeaked 
out a nail-biter with a score of 
66-64.
“When it’s that late in the 
game, you just need to fo-
cus on what the team is try-
ing to do,” Abby Buchs said 
about her late game impact. 
“You don’t feel tired when all 
of that adrenaline is running 
through you.”
After dispatching two tough 
opponents, the Trojans were 
ready to face the winner of the 
other Crossroads League semi 
final between IWU and Marian. 
It would be a huge game either 
way; either Taylor would get to 
face rival IWU for the Cross-
roads crown or they would 
come up against the formida-
ble Knights.
After a Marian victory, the 
Trojans and Knights met in the 
Crossroads Championship for 
the third consecutive year. 
The game kicked off with lit-
tle to separate the two teams; 
each one had beaten the other 
in the regular season, and they 
sat at numbers one and two in 
the Crossroads regular season 
rankings. A tight first quarter 
gave Marian a four-point lead 
that they would stretch to 18 
points by halftime.
After the half, there was little 
the Trojans could do to make 
up for their second quarter. 
Marian was victorious, ending 
the game with a score of 93-75.
“In the Crossroads League, 
home court advantage is huge,” 
said Head Coach Jody Marti-
nez about the game. “When 
you’re on the road, it can feel 
like you’re already down 10 
points when the game starts. 
Marian is good, but they were 
hitting shots that they hadn’t 
hit all year.”
This has been a truly mag-
ical season for our women’s 
basketball team. Game-win-
ners galore,  dominating 
blowout performances and 
a competitive grit that most 
coaches would kill for have 
made this team the most ex-
citing show on campus.
“We have a group of seniors 
with a mindset of toughness; 
they don’t want to lose, they 
want to show what they can 
do on the court each and every 
game,” Martinez said. “This is 
the kind of season that you just 
don’t want to come to an end.”
This legendary senior class 
of Haley Stratman, Jamie Net-
zley, Sydney Huffman, Abby 
Buchs and Becca Buchs has 
given Taylor plenty to be ex-
cited about. During their time 
here, they’ve played in three 
Crossroads League Tourna-
ment Championships, three 
NAIA National Tournaments 
and showed our campus what 
true commitment to your craft 
looks like.
The run isn’t over yet, as 
the NAIA National Champion-
ship Tournament kicks off on 
Wednesday, March 11 in Sioux 
City, Iowa. Taylor will take on 
Union at 1 p.m. as the two seed 
in the Naismith region. The 
Trojans are poised to make a 
run for the title, but regardless 
of the result in Iowa, all of us at 
Taylor should be proud of what 
our team has done this year.
echo@taylor.edu
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Taylor had a thrilling conference tournament, with 
two games coming down to the wire.
Final Crossroads league standings





1. Marian  16-2
2. Taylor  15-3
3. Saint Francis  14-4
4. Indiana Wesleyan  13-5
5. Huntington  9-9
6. Grace  9-9
7. Mt. Vernon  8-10
8. Spring Arbor  3-15
9. Bethel  2-16
10. Goshen  1-17
1. Indiana Wesleyan  16-2
2. Marian  14-4
3. Grace  11-7
4. Spring Arbor  10-8
5. Spring Francis  9-9
6. Taylor  8-10
7. Bethel  8-10
8. Mount Vernon  8-10
9. Huntington  6-12
10. Goshen  0-18 
the twins will have ended their 
college basketball career. 
After graduation, both Abby 
and Becca Buchs plan to ex-
tend their leadership skills 
beyond Taylor and into their 
various fields. Abby Buchs 
wants to be a financial adviser.
“I really just want to be able 
to help them [people] reach 
whatever goals they might 
have,” Abby Buchs said.
Becca Buchs said she wants 
to be a business consultant 
and hopes to get a position 
in Indianapolis.
Also, Becca Buchs said she’d 
like to have a hand at coach-
ing basketball. In fact, Mar-
tinez said he wouldn’t mind 
having the twins back as as-
sistant coaches if they wish.
“I’m gonna miss them dear-
ly,” Martinez said. “Three years 
of grinding together and try-
ing to build one of the top 
teams in the nation the last 
three years now, the baton’s 
going to be passed to the next 
group and I feel like the twins 
have done their job as leaders 
in developing the returners 
next year.”
Martinez hopes next year’s 
seniors will beat the records of 
this year’s seniors. 
As for what’s next . . . only 
God knows, but what is known 
is this season has been one for 
the books.
echo@taylor.edu




Indi ana University  bas-
ketball can’t find a way to 
win consistently.
As a literal Indiana Hoosier 
myself who has watched this 
team for the past 14 years or 
so, this theme isn’t new to 
this year’s 2019–2020 team.
There will be a season ev-
ery once in a while where 
they climb their way back 
into the top 10 national rank-
ings and catch the nation’s 
eye, but the Hoosiers haven’t 
made a deep March Madness 
run since the early 2000s. Not 
Sweet Sixteen deep, I mean 
Final Four deep.
In years past, there have 
been a variety of problems 
that led to Indiana (IU) play-
ing inconsistently. This year, 
the main issue comes down 
to one player: Devonte Green.
The senior guard can be 
electric on the court and, at 
his best, score 25 points or 
more in a game. At his worst, 
he can go scoreless.
“We don’t have time for 
that,” said Head Coach Archie 
Miller in an IndyStar article. 
“[He can be] one of the best 
players in the country. [But] 
you look back on some games 
and you say: Where was he?”
When you can’t figure out 
how one of your best players 
impacted the game, that’s 
a problem.
Currently sitting at 19-11 (9-
10), the Hoosiers are on the 
bubble for the NCAA Tour-
nament. To get there, they 
need to win their last two 
regular season games, both 
at home, and maybe win a 
couple of games in the Big 
Ten Tournament.
It will require some mental 
toughness, which IU seems 
to be building. The growth 
was apparent after defeating 
Penn State 68-60 at home on 
Feb. 23.
During the game, Penn 
State made a 30-5 run, yet IU 
handled it and didn’t collapse 
under pressure. For refer-
ence, they have collapsed at 
times, even losing four games 
in a row this season.
“We lost a couple in a row 
and everyone counts us out,” 
said junior forward Justin 
Smith about the four-game 
losing streak in an IndyS-
tar article. “Everyone wants 
to freak out, but we nev-
er waver.”
Their most recent loss to 
the University of Illinois also 
shows the toughness this 
team is developing. A one-
point 67-66 stinging loss on 
the road at Illinois doesn’t 
seem positive, but IU played 
well enough to win but didn’t 
receive some calls that would 
have changed the outcome of 
the game.
Missed calls happen in ev-
ery game, but the reality is 
they do affect who wins and 
who loses sometimes. As a 
2-8 road team, IU needed 
that win desperately. While 
they didn’t do enough to win, 
progress is showing.
And Miller better hope so, 
because if IU does not reach 
the NCAA tournament this 
year, his job could start to 
be on the line. As a third-year 
coach, that seems premature, 
but IU’s athletic department 
and its fanbase hold high ex-
pectations for their men’s 
basketball team.
The Hoosiers are almost 
out of time for bolstering 
their March Madness resume. 
The best they can do now is 
win the few games they have 
left and build the mental 
toughness and consistency 
it takes to win games head-
ing into March Madness.
echo@taylor.edu
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Freshman Trayce Jackson-Davis 
has been Indiana’s most con-
sistent player this season.
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“It’s hard to beat a good team multiple times, and we 
were trying to beat a great team for the third time”
Women’s basketball falls short in Crossroads 
Tournament
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Buchs twins nearing end of Taylor career
Women’s Basketball
3/11 National Tournament Round of 32 (Sioux 
City, IA)
3/12 National Tournament Round of 32 
3/13 National Tournament Round of 16
3/14 National Tournament Quarterfinals
Baseball 
3/11 Manchester 5 p.m.
3/13 Indiana Wesleyan 5 p.m.
3/14 Indiana Wesleyan (DH) 1 p.m. Men’s Lacrosse
3/11 Benedictine College 3:30 p.m.
Women’s Lacrosse
3/10 Trine University (A) 7 p.m.
3/14 Siena Heights (A) 12 p.m. 
Softball
3/10 Indiana Wesleyan (DH) 4 p.m.
3/13 Grace College (DH) (A) 3 p.m.
3/14 Saint Francis (DH) (A) 1 p.m.
top 25 polls
Women’s Basketball  No. 7
Women’s Softball  RV
Women’s Golf  No. 4
Men’s Indoor Track  No. 8
Women’s Indoor Track No. 20
sCoreBoard
Women’s Basketball
2/28 Huntington University  W 66-64
A.Buchs- 13 PTS, 9 REB
Stratman- 12 PTS, 5 REB
B.Buchs- 12 PTS, 6 REB
Huffman- 11 PTS, 5 AST
3/2 Marian University  L 75-93
B.Buchs- 25 PTS, 3 REB
A.Buchs- 16 PTS, 6 REB
Huffman- 15 PTS, 3 REB
Netzley- 5 PTS, 6 AST, 6 REB
Men’s Basketball
2/29 Bethel University  L 100-64
Degenkolb- 19 PTS, 5 AST, 6 REB
Penha- 12 PTS, 7 REB
Hubbard- 9 PTS, 5 REB, 4 BLKS
Robinson- 7 PTS, 4 AST, 3 REB
McCloud- 6 PTS, 7 REB
Women’s Lacrosse
2/15 Crossroads League
Championships  2nd of 10
Moore- 8 G, 2 A
Turner- 5 G, 2 A
Baseball
3/3 Defiance College  W 17-2
Fields- 4 H, 2 HR, 7 RBI
Crawford- 1 H, 1 HR, 4 RBI
Vander Molen- 2 H, 2 RBI
Holcomb- 2 IP, 3 K
3/3 Defiance College  W 4-3
Rusche- 1 RBI
Dutkowski- 1 H, 1 RBI
Ross- 2 IP, 1 H, 1 ER, 2 K
Kennedy- 3 IP, 1 ER, 1 K
Stanley- 2 IP, 0 R, 3 K
results From taylor 
athletiCs 
Taking a look at race and athletics
‘Ball don’t lie,’ or does it?
Nathaniel Boer
Staff Writer
Sports change our lives. Sports 
alter our perceptions. Sports are 
the great equalizer. It doesn’t 
matter where you come from 
or what you look like, because 
at the end of the day we all know 
one fact: ball don’t lie. 
Growing up as a kid playing 
football, basketball and ten-
nis it didn’t matter who on 
the team had the most mon-
ey, who had the most friends 
or what color your skin was. 
All that mattered was whether 
you could play well. 
Historically, sports have been 
racially progressive. Baseball, 
football and basketball all were 
integrated years before Brown v. 
Board of Education and the Civil 
Rights Act.
Sports have enabled profes-
sional athletes to use their plat-
form as a way for activism for 
decades; like Muhammad Ali, 
Jim Brown, Jackie Robinson and 
Jesse Owens.
But growth stagnates. Sports 
used to be a weapon in the fight 
for equality. Now, they enforce 
stereotypes and propagate 
self-fulfilling stories about non-
white athletes. 
“I’m a 6’5” black man, if I 
didn’t play football or basket-
ball it would be a waste,” said 
sophomore wide receiver Bran-
don Smith. “Growing up, those 
around me saw my future suc-
cess as going to the NBA.”
So now, Smith plays foot-
ball at Taylor. It’s what he is 
known for. He may be produc-
ing award-worthy content as an 
underclassmen for our film and 
media department, but it’s his 
place on the field every Saturday 
for which he is better known.
This transitions into the 
question of how do we quantify 
worth? As a society, do we value 
African Americans’ athletic abil-
ities more than their academ-
ic or other pursuits? These are 
hard questions, ones that are ac-
companied by answers of a sub-
jective nature.
The naturally gifted stereo-
type is one that African Ameri-
can athletes are naturally more 
talented than their white coun-
terparts and that African Amer-
ican athletes are as a whole 
superior athletes, especially in 
basketball and football.
A study conducted by In-
diana University in 1991 
looked at the stereotype that 
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Jackie Robinson was the first African-American base-
ball player to break the MLB’s color barrier.
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Rollercoaster season ends at 17-15
Trojan’s season marked 
by ups and downs
Markus Miller
Sports Editor
It was an unpredictable finish 
to an unpredictable season 
for Taylor men’s basketball 
last week. 
After closing out the reg-
ular season strong, the Tro-
jans fought their way into the 
Crossroads League Tourna-
ment. They won three straight 
conference games to clinch 
their spot in the tournament, 
after senior Mason Degenkolb 
buried his less-famous 3-point 
dagger against Huntington. 
Then, they went on the 
road to open the tournament 
against No. 13 Grace. Last 
month, they lost to Grace by 
four on the road. This time, 
thanks to Degenkolb’s full-
court shot, they won by three. 
“Hitting that shot at Grace 
was just a surreal moment for 
me,” Degenkolb said. “Some-
thing I’ll be able to remem-
ber forever.”
The shot earned them an-
other game, and gave the se-
niors another chance to play 
in Odle Arena.
Early in the season, that 
seemed unfathomable. 
“It’s something we’ll never 
forget,” said senior Ryan Rob-
inson. “The possibility for it 
to be our last game, and then 
it gets the national attention 
it did and it gave us one more 
chance to play at home. We’ll 
always be able to look back 
on it.” 
Dan Dakich, who hosts a 
radio show for ESPN affiliate 
1070 the Fan in Indianapolis, 
called Degenkolb’s shot argu-
ably the best he had ever seen 
in an interview with the Tay-
lor guard. 
Degenkolb was also inter-
viewed live on SportsCenter 
and his shot earned the hon-
or of the No. 1 play of the night 
in “Top Ten Plays.”
“He rep esented our pro-
gram, department and univer-
sity so well,” said Head Coach 
Josh Andrews. “It’s just a really 
neat story.”
As Andrews would say, there 
were some big ups and downs 
this season. They started 1-4 in 
conference play. They knocked 
off the No. 4 and No. 11 ranked 
teams in the nation at home 
later in the year. They lost 
multiple heartbreakers down 
the stretch. Degenkolb then 
hit that fateful shot. Maybe 
the season would end on an 
up and not a down. It seemed 
it could have been destiny.
Then, they ran into Bethel’s 
shooting last Saturday.
In a nearly unbelievable 
shooting performance, Beth-
el knocked down 16 of their 21 
3-point attempts in the second 
half. A game that was 39-38 in 
advantage of Taylor at half 
turned into a 100-64 blowout 
in favor of Bethel. 
At one point in the first half, 
the Trojans were leading 32-
22. They were outscored 78-32 
the rest of the way. 
“As much as that Grace 
outcome seemed like desti-
ny, with the way Mason made 
that shot at the most critical 
time in the season,” Andrews 
said. “The second half from 
Bethel was just as unusual. We 
were fatigued. I didn’t like our 
feel coming out of half.”
Andrews said he felt like it 
was partly the defense and 
partly Bethel’s shooters just 
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Taylor’s 100-64 loss to Bethel ended their season, but highlights and successes remain.
getting into a rhythm.
Either way, a 16-21 shooting 
performance from deep in 
a half is not something that 
usually happens on a basket-
ball court. 
“Hats off to Bethel,” De-
genkolb said. “I think we 
let them get a couple clean 
looks, and then when it rains 
it pours. They did a great job 
of just taking and making 
tough shots.”
Barring a surprise bid to 
nationals, Robinson and De-
genkolb leave as some of the 
most accomplished hoopers 
in Taylor history. Degenkolb, 
a four-year starter, finish-
es No. 5 all-time in scoring 
with 1,940 points. Robinson 
finishes No. 9 all-time with 
1,792 points. Degenkolb and 
Robinson both earned Sec-
ond-Team All-Crossroads 
League for their play this sea-
son. Sophomore CJ Penha 
earned Honorable Mention 
All-Crossroads League, while 
Jason Hubbard made the First-
Team All-Crossroads Defen-
sive team. 
Andrews said Degenkolb 
and Robinson’s growth as 
leaders, men and then bas-
ketball players is what he’ll re-
member most. Degenkolb and 
Robinson felt similar. 
“The program developed me 
as a basketball player,” Robin-
son said. “But most  mportant-
ly as a man and a Christian 
man. Coach Andrews spoke 
practical things and related it 
to basketball and I’ ll always 
remember the relationships 
I built.”
echo@taylor.edu
African Americans are more 
naturally gifted than their white 
counterparts. 
The study examined this ste-
reotype’s coverage in media 
through a 1989 NBC production 
NBC titled, “The Black Athlete: 
Fact or Fiction.” This feature 
claimed that African Ameri-
cans dominate sports due to 
their “fast twitch muscle fibers.” 
However, the study found there 
was no scientific data that sup-
ported this claim. 
The study also concluded that 
there is no conclusive evidence 
that there is any substantial 
natural advantage to any race 
for any sport, rather the most 
impactful variables for athletic 
success lies in the cultural, so-
cial and psychological domain.
This is where sports media 
has become a part of the prob-
lem, rather than the answer. 
Especially in enforcing racial 
stereotypes based on the cover-
age given to athletes.
Cynthia Frisby, an associ-
ate professor of journalism at 
the University of Missouri pub-
lished a 2015 study on the racial 
bias in U.S. sports media. Frisby 
found that of the morally suc-
cessful stories (stories unrelated 
to sports, but positively showing 
their character), 83.3% were fo-
cused on a white athlete, where-
as 8% focused on an African 
American athlete. When it came 
to training and work ethic, 42.9% 
were focused on white athletes 
compared to only 23.1% on Afri-
can American athletes.
“I am naturally talented, but 
I use that to work even harder,” 
said freshman linebacker Darien 
Taylor. “I have worked hard to be 
where I am today, because where 
I am from, nothing comes easy.”
So as a community here at 
Taylor, how will we quantify 
each other’s worth? What are 
the stories we tell ourselves 
when we look at each other? 
These are not easy questions 
and everyone has their own an-
swers. I am not naive enough 
to presume mine are any more 
correct than yours. However, I 
will argue that these questions 
need to be answered and they 
need to be answered together 
as a society.
echo@taylor.edu
